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PROBLEM – CONVENTIONAL STEAM GENERATOR
Once-Through Steam Generator (OTSG)

Antiquated and inefficient

Substantial greenhouse gas emissions

Same basic design since early 1960s

High production cost per barrel of oil

Not economical in a low oil price industry

High water treatment cost for zero
hardness fresh water

Very high heat loss on the surface and
wellbore significantly reduces steam quality

Poor economics due to high
Steam-Oil Ratio

Low-quality steam injected in oil reservoir

Continuous maintenance increases
costly downtime

50%+ of operating expenses is for fuel
(natural gas)

Unable to deliver steam below 2,500 ft.

Conventional Steam Generator

Very high capital equipment costs
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SOLUTION - DOWNHOLE STEAM GENERATOR
eSteam™ is a transformative and game-changing technology.
50%+ less fuel per equivalent heat
delivered to the reservoir with a
corresponding reduction in greenhouse
gas emissions

Superior steam distribution enhances
more oil production

Option to integrate zero-emissions
hydrogen clean energy technology

More heavy oil recovery at a faster rate
increases profit

No competition – only proven downhole
steam generator in the world

Minimal maintenance helps reduce
costly downtime

Delivers steam to at least 6,000 ft. for a
worldwide monopoly on all deep heavy
oil reserves

Off-the-shelf end-to-end complete
functional system and no manufacturing

eSteam™ has the potential to replace the
conventional and inefficient OTSG

Closed-loop system on the surface
and in the wellbore

World's first to estimate steam quality at
the heavy oil reservoir

No degradation of steam quality in
the wellbore. High-quality steam
delivered to the reservoir

Lowers operating expenses ~25%

Precise control of quantity and
quality of steam injected

Thermal Fluid Heater
Scalable to 120 MMBtu/hr.

eSteam™ is bringing EOR technology into the Future of Energy
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MARKET
Prior to eSteam™ thermal enhanced oil recovery could only be achieved with surface steam injection

Market Summary for Revolutionary Technology
eSteam™ technology will replace the conventional, antiquated and inefficient
Once-Through Steam Generator (OTSG) that made its debut in the early 1960’s and
has not been replaced by a new steam technology for heavy oil extraction.
The Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) industry is poised to raise $88.5 billion by
2025; EOR was valued at $55.8 billion in 2018. Thermal tertiary extraction was
the most prominent EOR technology and generated a total revenue of $22.68
billion in 2018. www.researchandmarkets.com/reports/4479721/enhanced-oil-recovery-eor-market-size-share

Medium
EOR
companies

Small
EOR
companies

Large EOR
companies

Heavy oil is the largest oil reserves in the world or two-thirds of total oil
reserves. The potential market for the eSteam™ technology consists of small,
medium, large independents, major international and national state-owned oil
companies.
There have been many downhole steam generation patents filed since the
1960’s that were mostly centered on downhole in-situ combustion. Numerous field
pilot demonstrations were conducted, but all these proposed technologies failed.
The Department of Energy in collaboration with Sandia National Laboratories,
initiated a downhole steam generator project known as "Project Deep Steam". In
1976, The DOE funded Sandia $26 million over six years. In 1982, the DOE and
Sandia conducted a field test in the City of Long Beach, California that was a
failure. https://www.osti.gov/biblio/6073118-deep-steam-project-enhanced-oil-recovery-uarterly-report-

Major International
and National StateOwned EOR companies

october-december
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PRODUCT – REVOLUTIONARY AND GAME-CHANGING TECHNOLOGY
eSteam™ is the world’s only heavy oil technology to deliver steam to 8,000 ft.
eSteam™ will revolutionize steam injection and production of heavy oil.

Future Energy LLC holds six (6) patents branded
as eSteam™

eSteam™ is an off-the-shelf end-to-end system delivering a complete functional
solution with no manufacturing.

Five (5) patents were issued between 2015 and 2020
referenced as: US5816325; US8955591; US9200505;
US9464514; US9670761; US10669828 and a pending US
Patent Application Serial No. 16/843,188 filed April 8, 2020.

eSteam™ lowers operating expenses ~25% compared to an antiquated and
inefficient conventional steam generator.

How eSteam™ works
• The downhole steam generator utilizes easy-to-acquire off-the-shelf proven equipment
that heats a non-toxic heat transfer fluid in a low-pressure thermal fluid heater;
• The hot thermal fluid is continuously circulated downhole in a closed-loop concentric
tubing configuration and is circulated back up the wellbore to the surface via the
annular space between the outer concentric tubing and casing where it is reheated
and recirculated;
• The hot feedwater descends downhole in the inner tubing, which is the heat exchanger
where it flashes to high-quality steam that descends downhole through the
thermal packer then out the perforations to the heavy oil reservoir.

• There are no moving parts in the wellbore.
See the patent diagrams on the following page,
eSteam™ Copyright © 2020

Thermal Fluid Heater
60 MMBtu/hr.
eSteam™ is a transformational technology and is in a
“class by itself“ and therefore "unique and innovative”
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TECHNOLOGY
eSteam™ surface equipment on the pad site
eSteam™ downhole tubing design

eSteam™ zero emissions hydrogen system
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CUSTOMER TRACTION
The initial international projects located in Canada, Oman and China
eSteam’s™ third generation technology design will be showcased to heavy oil companies in Canada
In mid-2021, eSteam™ is scheduled to commence an installation
in Muscat Oman with the national state-owned oil company,
Petroleum Development Oman (PDO), and its joint venture partner,
Petrogas. www.pdo.co.om - This will enable deep steam injection at
4,700 ft. eSteam™ is the only technology in the world that can
accomplish deep steam injection below 2,500 ft.
In mid-2021, eSteam™ is scheduled to commence an installation
in Saskatchewan Canada in Proton Technologies heavy oil field.
www.proton.energy - Proton has a patented hydrogen extraction
technology from heavy oil that will provide the hydrogen fuel for the
eSteam™ zero-emissions hydrogen thermal fluid heater.

Future Energy LLC, licensor of the eSteam™ technology, has licensed the
technology to FE-III LLC that will expedite the implementation of its eSteam™
technology for heavy oil development projects.
The initial implementation of the eSteam™ technology is in Bakersfield, California
where 98% of heavy oil is produced in the United States and 5th largest oil-producing
state in the U.S.

Full steam ahead for Thermal Enhanced Oil Recovery

Heavy oil development and production is a low-risk business
as there is no exploration and the key is the steam extraction
technology. Recovery is above 60% of the oil in the reservoir.
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VALUE PROPOSITION
eSteam™ technology will be very profitable to its customer base compared to an OTSG
~50% fewer greenhouse gas emissions.
High-quality steam or superheated steam delivered to at least 8,000 ft.
World's first to estimate the steam quality at the heavy oil reservoir.

More Oil Production + Lower Costs = Higher Profit Margins
eSteam™ generates high-quality steam in the wellbore, not on the surface,
that achieves less fuel per barrel of water to convert to steam, and ~25%
lower operating expenses than an antiquated and inefficient conventional
surface steam generator - OTSG.

Better economics by achieving a lower Steam-Oil Ratio (SOR).

eSteam™ is committed to deliver best-in-class heavy oil steam generation.

Lowers operating expenses ~25%.

Mission Statement: To seamlessly integrate the eSteam™ technology to
provide cost-effective, value-added solutions to the heavy oil industry.

Eliminates heat loss of the wellbore steam and maintains steam quality.
.
Advantageous and economical in a low oil price environment.

Company’s Motto: More effective delivery of energy-efficient highquality steam to economically produce heavy oil.

Achieves predictable steam quality in the reservoir.
Significantly Increases proved oil reserves that are technically recoverable.

Target
Market Segment

Simple, reliable and effective Enhanced Oil Recovery (EOR) solution.
Off-the-shelf proven end-to-end turn-key system – no manufacturing.

Compelling
Technical Pains
Value Proposition

Competitive
Differentiation

Tangible
Desirable Benefits

Fully automated system remotely operated from an iPad.
Improved energy-efficient heat delivers energy cost savings.
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eSteam™ is a transformational technology and is in a
"class by itself " and therefore "unique and innovative".
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MANAGEMENT TEAM
ADVISORS
Stuart A. Rose
Chairman of the Board of Future Energy LLC. Stuart is
Founder and Executive Chairman of REX American
Resources Corporation (REX), a New York Stock Exchange
company. REX has invested $2.5 million in Future Energy.
Stuart is a rare book collector of international acclaim with
a distinguished private library that spans centuries. In 2011,
the Stuart Rose Family Foundation made a $1 million gift
to Emory University for the purchase of rare manuscripts
by the world’s great poets. In 2017, Emory’s Board of
Trustees appointed Stuart to a six-year term to the board.
Stuart holds a Bachelor of Business Administration from
Emory University.

Charles McWhorter
Business Development Director – Charlie has over 20 years
in sales and business development in the California energy
market. Charlie’s experience is centered on monitoring the
local Bakersfield energy market, prospecting for potential
clients, maintaining current business relationships and
developing eSteam™ marketing materials for the potential
heavy oil customers. Charlie holds a Bachelor of Business
Administration from Cal State University in Bakersfield.
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Kent B. Hytken
President and CEO of Future Energy LLC and inventor of six
(6) patents branded as eSteam™. Kent has been involved
in financing, acquisition and development of California
heavy oil properties. Until 2010, Kent was active in the real
estate industry acquiring foreclosed apartments and
developed new apartments in Texas and Colorado totaling
6,540 units and 3,720 acres. Kent holds a Bachelor of
Science with honors from the University of Texas at Austin.
.
John
G. Chipponeri
Engineering and Project Management - John has 36 years
of extensive background in facilities engineering,
operations, project management and leadership in the
upstream oil & gas industry with critical skills in steam
injection & conventional oil development with Chevron.
John holds a Bachelor of Science in Mechanical and
Petroleum Engineering from the University of California,
Berkeley and an MBA from Cal State University, Bakersfield.

Christopher N. Fredd
Chris has extensive experience in hydraulic fracturing of
tight/shale formations, reservoir stimulation, and new
technology development. Chris worked for Schlumberger
Technology Corporation for over 20-years as a Senior
Engineer and technology leader with experience in diverse
markets across five (5) continents. Chris holds thirty-one
(31) patents. Chris holds a Ph.D. in Chemical Engineering,
University of Michigan.

Joe Fram
Joe has over thirty-five years of extensive experience in
heavy oil research with 16 years at Shell and 16 years at
Chevron as a team leader of heavy oil in Bakersfield CA.
Joe developed Chevron's $5 million horizontal well testing
facility in the Kern River heavy oil field for new steam
technologies. Joe earned his Bachelor of Science degree in
Petroleum Engineering from Oregon State University.

William R. ("Rick") Berry II
Geologist/Petrophysicist. Rick worked in the petrophysical
department at Occidental Petroleum Inc. (OXY). Rick left
OXY to take on the new challenge of starting a geological
and petrophysical consulting firm, Digital Petrophysics Inc.
(DPI). DPI worked for clients in California’s heavy oil
projects. Rick holds a Masters in Geology from University
of Southern California.

Deborah M. Olson
Geologist/Petrophysicist - Deborah has worked in the
California oil business for over 30 years as a development
geologist and petrophysicist. Deborah began her oil
industry career as a geologist with Getty Oil and Mobil Oil .
Deborah joined the consulting firm Digital Petrophysics
Inc. (DPI) and managed numerous large heavy oil reservoir
characterization projects. Deborah holds a Masters in
Geology from California State University in Los Angeles.
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CONTACT INFORMATION
Kent B. Hytken
Future Energy LLC
858-342-6040
kent@futureenergyllc.com
Technology Website: esteamoil.com

